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PIONEER and a leader among pavers, the fe, a el Be aoe | | A Koehring leads in basic developments—the fis 3 SR i 
latest of which is the Koehring autocycle. ™% aS ee | 

Oe ee Just as Koehring developed the boom and M=#hetes Se ~ : rs | 
bucket, batchmeter, and the five action re- i KOEHRING : 
mixing principle—Koehring developed the auto- "Pavers, Mixers; Power Shovels, 
cycle, a principle for automatically controlling ” = |) Pull Shovels, Cranes, Draglines; || 
the cycle of charging, mixing and discharging, Ie on Dumptors. : creating entirely new standards of efficiency in ufacne te Iis yy, INSLEY i 
paver operation. / fomplere gn Use, Excavators; Conceal: Placing j 

. . f and Cats, quipment; Cars, Buckets, H 
The Koehring autocycle is a means of providing methonet on present ; Derticks. J 
a fast, exact automatic sequence of batchmeter- je hand fir Paring L T. L. SMITH fl 
timed operations. It makes the most of every wei ent cea OT Tilting, and Non-tilting Mixers, 9 minute and provides an ample factor of safety. on woe Sladly ee ie Pavers. Weigh:Mi: i 
Time is saved at both ends of the cycle, in charg- Neering gat, £0 eng; | E PARSONS 1 E ing the materials and in discharging and placing | ae embers te i} ia io Hers. | 
the concret ing in i { ors a a / | Saw Ris L io e, resulting in increased output per / interested, | |) portable Saw Rigs, Pumps, || 

y- = | Hoists, Material Elevators, | 

The concrete roadbuilding industry has experi- = L eos : 
enced the importance of this principle—the i Mixers — Concrete Plaster and 4 

Koehring autocycle of charging, mixing, dis- b mers Mortar. : charging. The industry knows the Koehring is ; N. E. C. Mud-Jack : 
more than merely a paver—that it is a plus , | 
service rendered, that it sets the pace on a con- , — 
crete paving project, that it produces standard- 
ized dominant strength concrete of unvarying 
uniformity! 
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Where college days end, 

O tunity begi 
Student engineers who graduate this year will soon be 

called upon to use their knowledge for the benefit of In- 

dustry, either in the designing of machinery or in select- 

ing equipment to meet advanced production demands. 

No matter which of these responsibilities may ultimately 

become yours, you will find in Timken Bearings one of 

your most powerful weapons with which to fight fric- | 

tion; power and lubricant wastage; inefficient operation; | 

excessive maintenance expense and rapid depreciation. 

Whatever you require anti-friction bearings to do, 

Timkens will do with utmost effectiveness. 

Because of Timken tapered construction, Timken posi- 

tively aligned rolls and Timken-made steel, they carry 

all types of loads—all radial, all thrust or both together 

in any combination. 

Industry has signified its approval of Timken Bearings 

by selecting them for its toughest jobs in all types of 

machinery. The Timken Roller Bearing Co., Canton, oO. 

TIMKEN? BEARINGS Roller 

ee tt##w#wweedéseseeedd ree
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The crime wave, too 
e@ ~q strikes a breakwater 

xX. #] Police Radio is “joining the force” in many a city—acting as a break- 
Boy 

“OS || 
Eo eee a a 

ee A &% water in checking the surge of criminal activity ...The apparatus the 
RY fe | 

ON : | ANN hy 
An alarm! Head- police are using comes out of the telephone workshop. It is logical that quarters radios it 
to cruising cars, 

Western Electric should make the equipment, drawing on a fifty-year Coe 

experience as manufacturer of telephones for the Bell System... Serv- ay) , 

oo vay eye . This engineer’s ing this vast erganization is a huge responsibility. Carrying itout means = “precinct” is a 
laboratory. 

Bi keeping an open mind on new methods of maaufacture, new sources of ec 

i / wht Lae . | A y \ supply, new channels of distribution. It means welcoming and taking 

Caught-~ because 
the radio saved i . . . precious minutes, full advantage of every worth-while aid that modern science offers. 

| 

Manufacturers... Purchasers... Distributors 

SINCE 1882 FOR = THE BELL SYSTEM 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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How Power Surges and 

Transients Are Recorded by 
. . 

Automatic Oscillographs 
By JaMEs DILLon Cosine, e’31 

HE electric light and power industry is particularly The polar oscillograph records the initial impulses and 

T interested in studying the effects of power surges on wave form of transients of short duration, the latter part 

the various types of equipment of the electric system; the of long transients being cut off. This type, while it starts 

operation of, and time required for the relays to isolate the automatically, requires the attention of an operator upon 

fault causing the surge; and the effects and duration of tran- completing a record if continuous operation is desired. The 

sients caused by various switching op- ___ movie oscillograph will record an 

erations. These transients may occur ee _ ~~ || entire transient of any duration 

at any time and, with the exception with the exception of the initial 

of those due to switching operations, a impulse. This type is entirely auto- 

are the result of phase-to-phase, or ; matic in operation and will  re- 

phase-to-ground short circuits, light- — cord a large number of disturbances 

ning strokes, and similar causes ~ y James D. before the attention of an operator 

These transients may have compo- bc vd * ConINE is required. The date and time of the 

nents in a large range of frequency; 4 Madison, disturbance that caused the operation 

they may have a large range in am- <I, Wisconsin of either machine is recorded on the 

plitude; and they may be very short, a film with the wave. 

very long, or intermittent. a The Movie Oscillograph 

When the phases of a long, high- < The vibrating elements of the 

tension line become unbalanced and movie oscillograph are of the string: 

a large residual current flows in the The writer of this article spent the galvanometer type. They have been 

ground circuit, voltages are induced summer of 1930 on a joint investiga- found to respond to high frequencies, 

in parallel signal circuits that are near tion by a telephone company and a up to approximately three thousand 

the power line. These voltages cause power company a which use _was cycles, and also they permit the re- 
: : : made of the oscillographs that he de- ; ‘ . 
interference and at times interrupt scribes, "The article is a condensation cording of three simultaneous waves 

the signal service. Telephone and of a paper presented at a joint meet- from different circuits on the same 

telegraph companies are interested in ing of the Madison and student sec- record. They consist of a fine wire 

studying these voltages induced by tions of the American Institute of placed in a strong magnetic field pro- 

power line surges — their magnitude, Electrical Engineers on Feb. 19, 193) | duced by a coil carrying direct cur- 

wave shape, and duration — and also Te rent at all times. Whenever the 

in the operation of the communication line protectors. wire carries a current it is deflected in a direction perpendi- 

Through a knowledge of these disturbances equipment may cular to the plane of the magnetic field and the current. 

be developed which will improve the service. Under certain conditions it is necessary to calibrate the ele- 

Two automatic oscillographs have been developed to meet ments at frequent intervals because of the possibility of the 

the requirements of this type of investigation. One is the stretching of the strings beyond their elastic limit by ex- 

polar oscillograph which records the wave upon a circular cessive voltages. The light is placed directly behind the ele- 

time axis; the other is a cartesian co-ordinate oscillograph, ments so that they cast a shadow through a narrow slit onto 

or, as it has been named, movie oscillograph, that records the the film. The shadow produces a well defined trace on the 

wave on rectangular co-ordinates on standard moving pic- film and brings out all the irregularities of the impressed 

ture film. wave.
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The source of light is a six-volt flash light bulb. This The High-Speed Relay 
light is brought to full brilliancy in a short interval of time The various operations of this oscillograph are controlled 
by the circuit shown in Fig. 1. A 24-volt battery, A, $s by a rotary sequence-switch driven at a constant speed by connected permantly across the lamp and a series resistance, an electric motor. The motor is started by the operation of 
R. The current passed by R is just large enough to heat the high-speed line relay, and comes to the desired speed in 

f the filament to a dull 4 short time, for it starts and runs at almost no load. As 
red. This does not af soon as the switch starts, the oscillograph is under the com- 

CG ATELAY fect the film but greatly plete control of the cams of the switch, which are set to 
e shortens the time re cause a sequence of properly timed operations, each cam 

Gf quired to bring the closing its switch at the desired time. Once started, this ro- A lift , light to full brilliancy. tating switch locks itself in and completes its cycle of oper- 
J When the relay oper’ ations in one revolution and then stops its own motor. The jiH-4 I! ates, the condenser is oscillograph is then ready for the next record. 

Fick. / charged to the voltage One of the possible sequences of operation of this oscillo- 
of battery B, usually graph is as follows: A surge operates the high-speed relay; QUSC LEY a 135-volt radio bat- the initial currents of the magnetic clutch and the light are 

= ay tery. The charging cur- supplied through the contacts of this relay for quick opera- 
a rent passes through the tion, and at the same time relays are operated which carry FLT Grloror ont ie the permanent currents of the clutch and light; the opera- 

SHAFT Ge Tv : y “¢ (tion of the high-speed relay starts the motor of the sequence 
LLL than one hundredth of switch; after a given length of time the sequence switch FIG. Z a second. Once lighted opens the light circuit, stops the film, illuminates the clock Fic. 1: The circuit by which the light the Permanent -current and photographs its face by operating a camera shutter, is breusha to. fall sing in from B is passed thru then it advances the film; the switch then stops its own mo- Fic. 2: The magnetic clutch through the resistance r, and tor and is ready for the next transient. which the film is accelerated in this current added to The key to the application of the movie oscillograph to a minimum of time. that from A, the heat- . sg " ‘ ‘ . aye : transient studies is the high-speed line relay which starts ing current, produces full brilliancy. The light path from 5 . : seg ; S the sequence of operations. This relay is shown in Fig. 3 the bulb to the film is completely screened by a light-proof and is seen to consist of a combination of two polarized re- cover. lays connected in opposition; this is done so that either a Standard 35-mm. moving-picture film is used in this oscil- positive or negative current impulse will operate the oscillo- lograph. The unexposed and exposed sections of film are graph. By means of the biasing battery and series resistance, kept in standard moving-picture-film magazines so placed in the current in the upper, or biasing coils, is varied; thus the a light-tight container that as the film is passed from the relay may be adjusted to trip at any desired value of line first to the second magazine by the driving mechanism, it voltage. The contactor is of soft steel and is wound with crosses the light beam. The machine is loaded with two the two opposing coils, the lower one being the line coil. 

hundred feet of film. The biasing current produces a magnetic pole at the upper In order to save film it must be stationary except when end of the contactor causing it to be held, by attraction and a transient occurs. The acceleration of the film to its proper repulsion, in the unoperative position as shown. As soon 
speed in a minimum of time is accomplished by the use of as sufficient voltage is impressed upon the line terminals, a magnetic clutch shown in Fig. 2. The driven element is the poles of one of the contactors are reversed, causing it a light iron disc, or armature, that is connected to the shaft to move to the other contact and start the sequence of op- driving the film sprockets by springs as shown in the dia- erations of the 
gram. The driving element is a rotating iron cylinder placed oscillograph. 
in the center of a stationary circular coil. The cylinder is The time which i 
driven at a constant speed at all times by a small electric elapses from the Ca a os motor. As soon as a surge starts on the circuit under test, start of a transi- f os ae x 
a high-speed relay operates which by closing the clutch cir ent until the os- y a i aN cuit supplies the magnetizing current to the coil. The coil cillograph begins p> 5 \ thus energized draws the armature to the rotating cylinder to record is con- i : Fl = 4 
through the small clearance space. Since this a friction trolled by the i : a : a clutch the film is brought up to speed in a minimum of time — slowest operation, i. e ; : 7 
without throwing an undue strain on the film. usually the clutch. Ne iany “ =) 

At the end of each oscillogram the film is stopped and the The high- speed Nee p ve i 2 ve 
illuminated face of an identifying clock is photographed, re- line relay may be A ea oe A 
cording the date, time, and any other desired information, adjusted to oper- Boe a eos 
on the film. Then fresh film is brought under the path ate in a few 
of the light beam and the machine is ready for the next thousandths of a = 
disturbance. second, the lamp A Polar Oscillogram 

a a a a AAS (a a |, sc te
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lights to full brilliancy in approximately one-hundredth of a wide range of superposed harmonics, the harmonics often 

a second, and the magnetic clutch operates in something being of considerable magnitude. The power-line distur- 

more than one hundredth of a second; so the record lost is bances are usually of much longer duration than those on 

that occuring in an interval of time that is probably never isolated signal systems. The difference in the waves induced 

more than two-hundredths of a second, and probably quite in the above types of signal circuit conditions may be due 

to the shielding effect of the power lines. Signal circuits 

Jo Oscillograge Control which are operated grounded are more seriously affected by 

power disturbances than are metallic circuits. . 

Sy Hes) In the inductive co-ordination work of studying condi- | 

| 1s SI | od tions such as outlined in the preceding paragraph, with 

h t these oscillographs, it has been found profitable to place one 

RP |! machine in the ground circuit of the power system, as in 

al | the — of a transformer bank, and another on a signal 

q p circuit by means of suitable current transformers and resis- 

¢__| | tances. The trips of the two high-speed relays are con- 

| i nected so that simultaneous records are obtained of the con- 

ViBRATOR ditions on both circuits whenever there is a disturbance of 

WIV sufficient magnitude on either to operate its relay. This 

LINE method has resulted in some interesting records. 

FIG 3 The oscillographs described in this paper have been used 

on a number of inductive co-ordination projects of the Bell 

BiG, At The, highspeed Tine eley which Permits the use of the System and the National Electric Light Association and 
oscillograph in the study of transients. It operates within . : 

a few thousandths of a second. have given satisfactory results. 

near to one-hundredth of a second. Since the vibrating ele- THE MAY COVER 

ments are connected across the line they are vibrating from . 4 " 

the time the transient occurs. Editor’s Review 
This month’s cover illustration is a photograph of a 205, 

The Operation 000-volt electric spark discharging between needle-points 

The ideal method of using these oscillographs is to place 70 cm. apart. The picture was taken in the high tension 

the polar and the movie type in parallel on the circuit to laboratory of the university by Richard W. Coolbaugh, 

be tested. In this way a complete record of an entire dis’ m’32, and Ralph Benedict, graduate electrical. In making 

turbance is obtained, the polar catching the start of the wave the discharge the voltage was brought up rapidly to the max- 

and movie recording the entire wave following the first half imum when the circuit-breaker kicked out giving an instan- 

cycle or so. The movie oscillograph has the advantage of taneous flash. A Graflex camera with a lens aperture of 

recording all of a series of intermittent disturbances such as {22 and Eastman Speed Film was used in making the photo- 

result during a lightning storm, and in isolated locations graph. Considerable difficulty was experienced by the two 

where it is only occasionally checked, it will faithfully re- men before they discovered the necessary technique for mak- 

cord all disturbances. ing successful pictures of the discharges. 

It has been found that long communication circuits which po 

are not near power lines will, during a storm, carry a series FARADAY’S SARCASTIC JEST 

of steep wave-front disturbances of considerable magnitude 

and short duration, caused either by direct lightning strokes COMES TRUE 
After seven long hard years of labor with one object in 

Fe rare " “ view, Michael Faraday in 1831 succeeded in producing an 

E < Re g electric current by induction. One day in his laboratory 

: oe A Ras he explained the experiment to a friend, who was one of 

ieee a ems y~ those matter-of-fact sort of chaps, who said: 

— —— , “Very interesting, but what is the use of it?” To which 

eA _— Ll ny Faraday somewhat sarcastically replied: “Perhaps some day 

a =o Kee Se AARAR) you can tax it?” 

Cre q VA wm aa ee When it is considered that the great electrical industry 

aeeu : waleaa ee Sad fa —se ‘ of the present is based primarily upon Faraday’s epochai 

. 5 discovery, the truth of his great jesting remark may be 

Reenosle onli by Seavionee Cretograp understood. Today the electrical industry is the third 

or the effects of bound charges grounding. The distur- largest taxpayer of corporation taxes in America, and will 

bances caused by the grounding of bound charges on power doubtless soon stand at the head of the list. 

lines usually induce voltages on parallel signal circuits which The electrical industry in the United States paid last 

are of the fundamental of the power system frequency with year in taxes $163,000,000. 

CB
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an the Teacher Justify His Job: 
By Francis T. SPAULDING 

Associate Professor of Education, Harvard University 

O most classroom teachers it would doubtless seem comprehensive and carefully planned, was carried out in 
‘T unthinkable, if so preposterous an idea should ever the University of Minnesota. Its tentative conclusions agree 

occur to them, that education might go on quite as effectively with those to which nearly all previous objective studies of 

as at present even if classroom teachers were to be univer- this sort have led: that, largely irrespective of what is be- 
sally abolished. Teachers in general are apparently accus- ing taught or who is being taught or who is doing the teach- 
tomed to take it for granted that they, as teachers, are in- ing, students in large classes learn at least as much, on the 
dispensable to any orderly and effective scheme of formal whole, as do students in small classes. There is here no evi- 
education. So widespread is this assumption that any ser- dence, of course, that the classroom teacher can profitably 
ious questioning of the classroom teacher's importance is be dispossessed of his job. But there is also no evidence 
likely to be rare. Yet such questioning does occasionally that he fulfills his responsibilities on any other than a chiefly 
take place. It has most recently taken place as a result routine and automatic basis; so that those prophets of a new 
of certain investigations which have been concerned with day who foresee some mechanical device—a talking motion 
the direct results of the classroom teacher’s work. In so = 

far as these investigations have brought forth even tentative SET i 5 ee 
conclusions, they have almost uniformly given room for ser- a6 Lik 4 
ious doubt as to the average teacher’s real contribution to JQuIe “yh ay Le ; \ z =F 
his student’s learning. ===|/ CUS tl i ey, VM i \ [or 

Numerous educational experimenters have developed plans Lid ) “ay ) @ <7/ ! | | Wi] / S| 
for teaching, of which the Dalton and Winnetka plans are Me 4 fi | "1 4 / fp 7 / ae 
perhaps at present the most widely known, which largely cy t I) J; — | V/ <p / 
or entirely displace the classroom teacher in many phases of A Le _ = Br \ CE 
the teaching process. Instead of teacher-conducted recita- £ nD 
tions, these plans provide for individual work on the part Talking moving pictures may supplant the: presentiday; class, 
of the students. The work is based on assignment sheets, 
which contain references to appropriate reading and prac- picture, for example, displacing the teacher of the present 
tice material, directions for laboratory exercises, and exam- order, can find in these investigations much with which to 
inations for rating the student’s achievement. These new buttress their prophecies. 

methods have been introduced with apparently promising There is little exaggeration in saying that the classroom 
results not merely in elementary schools and high schools but teacher, even though he may not be aware of his predica- 
in colleges as well. They have been tried with a great var- ment, is face to face with a serious problem: can he actually 
iety both of subjects and of types of students. In the light justify his job? If the results of these investigations mean 
of the results from such tests as these, the classroom teacher what they seem to mean, the teacher cannot fairly assume 
would seem to find himself hard pressed to defend his sup- that his position in the classroom is permanently assured. 
posed indispensableness. The teacher cannot fairly claim Talking pictures may some day be less expensive that salaried 
to be indispensable unless he can demonstrate his ability human teachers. Individual-instruction materials are already 
cither to perform some duty which no other agency can available for numerous subjects and various types of stu- 
perform, or at least to perform some duty better than it dents, and are less costly than the teachers whom they 
can otherwise be performed. might displace. Unless the teacher can establish for himself 

Certain other investigations raise no less serious questions a place in teaching which cannot be filled by these mechan- 
as to the teacher’s importance, though from a different point ical systems or others of a similar sort, he is likely slowlv 
of view. If the classroom teacher does succeed in stim- but surely to find himself one of a vanishing race. 
ulating and inspiring his students and in adapting his in- This, then, would seem to be the status of the classroom 
struction to their individual needs it is reasonable to suppose teacher in college and secondary school alike: the teacher 
that his teaching will be more effective when he has to deal teaches and his students learn, but the teacher teaches after 
with small groups of students than when he is confronted such a fashion that purely mechanical devices can success 
with large. Extensive studies have been made of the effec- fully reproduce both the methods and the results of his 
tiveness of teaching in large classes as compared with small. teaching. The teacher can prove himself actually indispen- 
One of the most recent of these studies, and one of the most sable in the teaching process only if he can bring about 
eAbstracted: fron & summary, printed in the January issue of Some change in this status. There is obviously one direc- 
the Journal of Engineering Education, of a discussion presented at tion, and one direction only, in which he can make a change the Civil Engineering Session of the Summer School for Engineer- . d . gs . ‘ ing Teachers, Yale University, July 3, 1930. which will be adequately effective. That is in the direction 

| a a 9 inet
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of improvement in his own methods of teaching. Somehow (Editor’s note: The writer here describes how the citi- 
or other he must. find for himself a scheme of teaching zens of a certain town, through public discussion and com- 

which contributes unmistakable values to the learning of his mittee work decided what sort of a sewer system they would 

students, and which at the same time cannot be reproduced, _ build). 

either in method or in effect, by any purely mechanical This is the process of group learning as it is likely to take 
system. place when people come together of their own accord to | 

That such a scheme of teaching may be found is by no) ©—_——3———— | 

means inconceivable. No such scheme has as yet, to be | is | 

sure, had its value objectively proved, since none has been ( 7 4 rig i | 

tried long enough, or comprehensively enough, or by enough | |e \ ss, ‘ 

teachers, to give a measure of its strength. At least one | Millis ? LBENS MG aff i 
scheme of this sort, however, seems of particular promise. ul O-gE—D 2, ALS - oD SGA (= 

It is one which mechanical devices can hardly imitate be- eS 5 Af m TTT HZ, == 1) ESE 

cause it involes more than a routine setting of tests and SSB LRG | ill ll Lelet = 

imparting of information. It is one which may be looked OPE SS Oe a (ee 

to for results of undoubted value, since it tends not toward a Sesh, 

mere rote acquisition of formal knowledge and skills, but Student ealig" ng giganto ‘ut all, except he abious one of 

toward development of the ability to use essential knowledge 

and skills under conditions in which their use is important. get something done. Between such a process and the proce- 

It is a scheme which demands a broader background, greater dure which goes on in the average classroom there are ob- 

adaptability, and more exertion on the part of the teacher vious differences. The usual classroom procedure insists on 

than does customary classroom procedure. But it gives the no problem which awakens the interest of the group as a 

classroom teacher full opportunity to prove himself indis) whole—insists, in many cases, on no problem at all, except 

pensable; so that it is well worth the attention of any teacher the obvious and irksome problem of satisfying an authori- 

who is seriously concerned to justify his job. tative teacher. Classroom procedure recognizes little or no 

The teacher who would adopt this scheme needs to recog- responsibility on the part of individual students to the group. 

nize certain facts which in the long run will have much to May it not be a fair conclusion, then, that the teaching 
do with determining the relative success of his teaching. In procedure which offers greatest promise of truly justifying 
the first place, he needs to recognize the fact that class- the classroom teacher is one which combines the advantages 

teaching involves the teaching of groups of students. He has of group learning with the further advantages of group 
before him a group of persons at least potentially interested learning under guidance. Were this conception of the pro- 
in the same problem, able to contribute in varying ways and ess of teaching to be put completely into effect, it would 
varying degrees to the mastery of those problems, and pos- involve numerous and radical departures from the usual 
sessed of a “group psychology”, so-called, which is likely to method of class-conduct. Instead of arbitrarily setting tasks, 
be of no small significance in their learing. In the second the teacher would find himself faced with the necessity for 
place, he needs to recognize that the process of group learn- interesting his students in the discussion of major problems, 

ing involves a procedure more or less distinctly its own. In for guiding their discussion toward clarification of the sub- 

the third place, he needs to recognize that his own part in ordinate problems involved, for suggesting to them methods 
teaching is chiefly to be found in the contribution he can 2nd materials which would be of value in the solution of 

make to group learning. Whereas individual learning can these problems. Instead of presenting formal lectures, it 
be more or less successfully guided through various mechan- would be the teacher’s function to supply merely such in- 

formation as students could not readily or economically find 

= j | I MLL WAVE TO CU for themselves or to give information which would interest 

PALL } ) AGAIN— \'M BROKE them in further study of the problems at issue. Instead of 

TALKING | i () r+ &) examining, as sole arbiter of excellence, the students’ efforts 
5 2 ll Ss F» <x} to perform assigned tasks, it would be the teacher's duty to 

ae 7EN| = MATH { i} iy (' a guide discussion by the class itself of the results of such out- 

==! AND || | | oat ) ei eS Oe =| side work as had significance for the group as a whole. The 
AE [\—_"—__ ees | |— Hie teacher would become, in effect, stimulator, critic, and guide, 

, i / ee J} Ee Li | rather than dictator or dispenser of knowledge; and the 
@ 7 ge teacher’s skill would be measured by his success in getting 

—Beb, : 2: 
Moule theaters im place of class rooms will offer enother his students to learn for themselves, rather than by his ability 

problem in finances to the student. merely to “teach” in authoritative terms. 

Were this conception to be completey adopted, it would 

ical “systems”, the effective conduct of group learning seems bring about further changes in the formal ordering of class 

likely to be beyond the scope of any merely mechanical de- work. In contrast with the systematically mechanized ar- 

vice. Hence it is in the conduct of group learning that the rangements by which administrative “justice” is done to 

class-room teacher must probably seek his own eventual jus students and teachers alike, class discussions and demonstra- 
tification. (Continued on page 234) 

nn
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Acoustical Engineers 
Devise Scientific 

Measurement of Noise Intensity 
By LAwRENCE T. SOGARD, ¢’24 | 

Engineer, Acoustical Engineering Corporation 

Socarp, former staff member on the Wisconsin Engineer, ex- noise measurement. This unit is called the decibel, abbrevi- 
Cenibes ‘vwo instruments that are being ted tn" the ceentsic ated db, and is used in telephone engineering throughout 
measurement of noise intensity, the Acoustimeter and the America and Europe. Strictly speaking, the decibel is a 
Auciometer. measure of the ratio of the intensities of two sounds. If 

ARKING back to fundamentals, noise is sound. I, and I, are the in- 
H Sound has its origin in the vibration of the body ars SS tensities of two sounds 
whence it emanates. The vibrating body sets up a wave- a= being compared, the 
motion in the air consisting of alternate compressions and |S 2 ratio of these intensi- 
rarefactions. When this disturbance of the air strikes the A a ties, expressed in deci- 
eardrum the sensation known as hearing results. Gener- (2 Z bels, is 10 log,, I,/I.. 
ally speaking, sounds which are sustained at definite pitches AA To understand this 
for a comparatively long time produce a musical sensation; Cp Ay more readily let us tie 
whereas sounds with no definite pitch and with great vari- it to a common datum. 
ation both in frequency and intensity result in the sensa- When the intensity of 
tion we call noise. The jumble is too complex for analysis Fic. 2: Telephone receiver with face a sound is continuously 
and therefore it cannot be appreciated by the brain. Natur- plate used in the Audiometer. d di h 
ally it is impossible to establish a definite line of demarca- ; hieratt d ‘ ra e feacnes 3 
tion between music and noise. Tastes differ; the vibrations The ” ere 1 proguces no sania Of the auditory sense. : . at intensity which is just sufficient to be heard is called emanating from a piano under the coercion of a red-hot the threshold of audibility. ‘The intensit: fiveshold 4 
“blues” pianist may be music in his ears, but it is probably bitrarily tak ” e wneeasily, at Earesho) 8 are 
noise and anathema to the man in the apartment below who rari y:takenias 1 so for a sound with an intensity 10 times is afllicted with insomnia. that of threshold intensity, the difference in intensity, ex- 

The measurement of energy in most of its forms is com- pressed in decibels would be 10 log,, 10/1 or 10. Similarly, 
paratively simple. Heat is measured by the B.t. u.; the unit the difference between threshold intensity and a sound 100 
of electrical energy is the watt; and light is gauged by can. "mes that of threshold intensity would be 10 log, 100/1 or 
dle-power. With sound, particularly noise, measurement is 20. The following table shows the relation between the de- much more complex. The energy in noise is so small when cibel scale of noise levels and noise intensities as multiples 
measured in the common physical units that its exact meas’ Of threshold intensity. 
urement would be difficult. Further complications arise in Intensity as a 
the wide variation in frequency and intensity. As a mat- Decibels TIAGO OL ity 
ter of interest, the speech energy output of the ‘normal voice DO assess teeemmmanemmntincuacens LO 
is only about 125 ergs per second. At this rate if all the 20 --------------- e100 
energy from the voices of a million persons, talking steadily 80) cee mee  OOO 
for an hour and a half, could be converted into heat there 40) no wercreeec | TOONS 
would be about enough to make a good five-cent cup of 50 ---+---------___-------._-_. 100,000 coffee. And yet we are charged with: being purveyors of 60 ~-------------------------___ 1,000,000 
hot air! " ‘ 70 ------ ~~~ +e 10,000,000 
The Decibel 

BO! iB erences 100,000,000 Pioneer in the field of sound is the telephone industry, 90 ~-~-------------------------__ 1,000,000,000 and to it the acoustical engineer has turned for a unit of 100 ----2----__--------------__. 10,000,000,000 

. /* Stage Weighting \-\ Amplifier 
MCrootiorie Cc] rs | | AtlerwMma and a Meter 

Amoditter Network Freacht(ier 

Fic. 1: A simplified diagram of the Acoustimeter.
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It is seen that the decibel is not an absolute unit, but in- sound is encountered a known amount of attenuation may 

stead, a symbol for expressing a ratio. Inches are absolute be quickly inserted to keep the needle from being driven 

units; the difference between 10 inches and 20 inches is the off the scale of the meter. The weighting network is de- 

same as that between 90 inches and 100 inches, whereas, be’ signed to render the Acoustimeter more sensitive to cer: 

tween sounds of 10 decibels and 20 decibels above the thres- tain single frequencies to which the ear is more sensitive, 

hold of audibility there is a difference of intensity of 90, thus reproducing in the Acoustimeter an action somewhat 

while the difference between sounds 90 and 100 decibels similar to the effect of sounds in the ear. 

above threshold is 9 billion. The decibel is approximately In its simplest form the Audiometer consists of an elec 

the smallest change in noise level which the ear can detect. trically operated buzzer producing what is called a standard 

Loudness, as sensed by the ear, follows the decibel scale very noise, an attenuator, and a telephone receiver. The buzzer 

closely. Thus, while generates electric oscilla- 

eo oe eee | ee Saline ae ee 2, [eed | ioe weston se simple arithmetical pro- [A[v7#ian nesses oven Coowrnr Latewnoerione |BuSiiscetse| ausr sracer Wenge Suey to the telephone re- 
: Q| Minmauna Resioence Po age ET eRe ee ‘ : : 

gression from ten to one |) Avemsoe Resioence a Seren een ceiver. The receiver, in 

hundred, intensity in | 3]wFesvence Po pee Pec turn, emits the standard 
. z & eorren ie CUES ERE ee : : 

creases by logarithmic |) Avemace Stone 46) BUSSE noise which may be 

rogression, leaping from — }93| 4”@™s¢ Resmuranr St OEE EEE varied in amplitude b 
BESS » APNG TOM eS avenace Poetic Bi06. pa be: an Ene Hes Ame y 
ten to ten billion. S| eanoCen ran 7691 Ht mn mae SO the attenuator. The tele- 

Formerly measure- [4 pd hap Le SRR phone receiver is pro- 
. av. Privare OFFICE eS ee SEs ee : 

ments were made in the rmtnte Orner Vol Pereira, SCR vided with a supple- 

familiar physical units | &|Mowr Gevewu Ornce poegee 2 ES mentary face-plate fitted 
lav. Grew foo Pd ie Sas 

such as ergs or dynes per | Slay cue Row [pe to the front of the re- 

‘ & ee rence EES ’ f 
square centimeter. How- | §|4¥ Sexrne Room me 55 ceiver with an open 

ever, the range of am- © [reece Facronv te ah ee ie beggin! ee S space between as shown 

plitudes in noises is so |lnmonere cenafan ee ecemcdeiteo | | in Fig. 2. 

reat that the use of the Fi— “+ 38. [ee Pepe aero ie The standard noise 
g Be : ie Use 2anGE OF CONVERSATION a a 
common units involves | cccromenton 0 fram the receiver enters 

astronomical magnitudes fal éxrenon moves | eee ee the ear through the hole 
: a) Av. Guier STREET 60 Es ed : 

tending to obscure the §) An Busy Srrcer pf ie omaok eee in the face plate while 

vital point which is the | | 797 Conver-nx pf ae the noise to be measured 
P : g CENTER Pike WY? a a are : 

effect of noise on the |) suzo mown Cv.) De ah enters the ear simultan- 

ear. Since the response |§| #0 seeaxens a eously through the space s rte Poni] 
of the ear to sound is [& — mae eee SERRE Se RE between the plate and 

@ | /N SUBURBAN TRAIN ptr O7 cg eed : 
approximately logarith: |g} Puucman Team pt sa AUG the receiver. The obser- 

‘ : ‘ 8 | sreercan-From St [ic oe Reet : 
mic, the decibel unit ap- |§ TT oe SES ver hears both noises at 

8 ELEVATED CAR-FROM ST. a met B28 ‘ 

pears to be much more |8| susway:i cae so the same time and by 

satisfactory. In connec |x| #meteme-/a Cem Pa fe — renee rt oS varying the loudness of 
: ery ee : $| Sreamaorr wasn ee G3! ying ness 

tion with this it is of ine |§| (oc’awar) irfidpiasceeftis tes Beit the standard noise with 
8 PLE AR 

terest to note that the |& ; Sy Re the attenuator he can 
. . | barns ess % ¥ ‘ 

Le S| ExcavaTine Macn. rates B2 HEH : : . 

threshold of audibility [el oremnre one (eo dible, the outside noise 

is approximately 7x10" e eee TE which he is measuring. 

watts per square centi- DECIBELS Norse LEVEL JO 10 £2} 50 Ao. 30 60 zo. 80 90. lelo¥ The scale of the attenu- 

meter. Fic. 3: This chart gives a comparative picture of the intensities of common ator having been pre- 

Measuring Insruments noises encountered both indoors and outside. viously calibrated against 

There are two distinct types of instruments commonly noises of known loudness, the scale settings of this in- 

used in measuring the intensity of noise. The first is the strument at which “masking” is just complete provide a 

Acoustimeter which yields a purely physical measurement; measure of the noise. The audiometer is reasonably ac- 
y? ly phy: y 

the other, the Audiometer, involves the use of the ear of curate if the frequency of the noise being measured does 

the observer. Both can be calibrated to give readings directly not vary too greatly from the noise produced by the 

in decibels. standard buzzer, but the acoustimeter furnishes a far more 

The principles of the Acoustimeter is the conversion of flexible, accurate, and reliable means of noise measurement. 

sound energy into electrical energy. Figure 1 is a simpli- The chart, Figure 3, gives a comparative picture of the 

fied diagram of this instrument. The microphone picks up intensities of common noises encountered both indoors and 

the sound wave and converts it into electric oscillations outside. To study noise in New York City and to develop 

which are then amplified and rectified. The output of the means of abating it a commission was appointed by the de- 

amplifier is measured by the meter which is calibrated in partment of health. A scientific survey and analysis of city 
decibels. The attenuator serves to control the amplitude noise was undertaken by acoustical engineers attached to 

of the oscillation by large steps. When an extremely loud (Continued on page 234) 

nee eee eee eee ee
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JUST A FEW Newspapers recently reported the intro- wasn’t. Probably all of this would have passed without 
SIDE SHOTS — duction into the legislature of a bill that comment as what is to be expected of a staff member, but 

would require the university to play foot- Mack put the finishing touch to an excellent job by stepping 
ball with Marquette. Legislative dictation of such details forward after he thought his job was done, and pulling the 
seems rather silly, but perhaps it will give us a schedule April issue out of the fire. At short notice he rounded up 
that we can win. the local advertising in a masterly fashion and saved what 

x * # promised to be an embarrassing situation. Therefore, to 
The investment in highways, garages, bus terminals, and him goes the laurel wreath and the thanks of all the staff. 

motor vehicles in this country now totals 25 billions accord- — 
ing to the A. A. A. This is about equal to the investment “The successful person is almost invariably the one with 
in railways. The engineer has a great field for his efforts unusual ability to choose what is most important.” 
in transportation. —Arthur E. Morgan. 

* Oe Ok 

The Milwaukee railroad introduces the Locomotor, a new ILLEGAL The recent refusal of a student to 
type of steam locomotive that looks like a baggage car, uses EIGHT-O’CLOCKS join the fraternity to which he was 
oil fuel, and generates steam at 700 pounds. It is said to pledged because he didn’t like to be 
represent ten years of experimentation. subjected to hell week has caused considerable comment in 

a the press. Our diligent legislators at the Capitol, finding 
Madisonians, according to Dr. E. F. Bean, state geologist, themselves short of material, have leaped on the subject 

quaff water that fell about the time Christ was born. Mad- with avidity and the newspapers not long ago carried the 
ison’s water comes from deep wells in a rock stratum that notice that a law had been proposed which would make 
outcrops about 150 miles north of the city. Water that hell week illegal. A new field has been opened. Perhaps, 
falls on the outcrop spends 2000 years in working its way if the solons again run short, it would be possible to 
to Madison. It tastes okeh even though it has been out of suggest that the student body doesn’t like to be subjected 
circulation for a long time. to eight-o’clocks or Saturday classes. To have that last 

a hour of sleep in the morning protected by state statutes 
The latest rocket motor, developed at Paul Heylandt’s would be a real luxury. 

liquid oxygen plant in Berlin, is said to use a mixture of OT 
liquid oxygen and alcohol, which is ignited in a cannon-like “The power of instruction is seldom of much efficacy, ex- 
muzzle. Heylandt believes it has possibilities as motive cept in those happy dispositions where it is almost super- 
power for airplane flights through the stratosphere. fluous.”"—Gibbon. 

x ok x ee 
Grinnell College (Iowa) comes forward with its con- LO, THE POOR A classic piece of sculpture represents 

tribution to the year’s collection of educational “plans”. It TEACHER “Lo, the poor Indian” mounted on a 
has announced that it will admit a selected group of high weary pony, both of them hunched 
school students with only three years of secondary educa- against the sweep of hostile winds at their back and nerving | 
tion. Write your own ticket. themselves for the last blow that will drive them into the 

set edi Pacific Ocean and oblivion. Does the classroom teacher now 

“Why does this magnificent applied science, which saves stand in the place of “Lo”? _ Professor Spaulding, in his work and makes life easier, bring up so little happiness? Paper which is abstracted in this issue, is of the opinion that 

The simple answer runs: Because we have not yet learned to he does and that he will have to sit up and take notice if make a sensible use of it.”"—Einstein. he is to prevent his being exterminated by modern efficiency. 
pe es While there is not the whole-hearted understanding and 

TO DAVID MACK At the risk of being accused of mak- sympathy between teachers of education and teachers of 
ing invidious comparisons among the ther subjects that would be desirable, and there may be a 

members of our staff, we take this opportunity of expressing tendency to dismiss Professor Spaulding’s warnings as un- | 
the appreciation of those who are in the know for the gen- justified, a little consideration of the methods and the suc- 
erous labors of David Mack during the current year. Mack cesses of correspondence teaching will give credence to his 
looked after local advertising, which is a tough job at best ideas. Is the classroom teacher a luxury, a convenience, or a 
and doubly tough in such times as these. He handled the necessary? 
assignment without any fuss and feathers and with great The first reaction of the classroom teacher in the face of 
success. He made the job look easy, although we know it _ this attack seems to be to fall back upon his stimulating and
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inspirational powers as a defense, but Professor Spaulding The writer has never questioned the sincerity of the sen- 

takes away that prop. In any case, the number of inspiring iors who write such things; but is there no one who will 

classroom teachers is relatively few. eulogize a university because it made him realize just how 

The article suggests that the classroom teacher will find little he actually does know, and how little he can hope 

his greatest justification in his ability to handle a class as a to learn in one life-tir.e, however long? Perhaps it is be- 

group instead of as an aggregation of unintegrated individ) cause we are ashamed to admit our ignorance to the world 

uals, He suggests a method of teaching that is old stuff at the one time in our life when we would like to proclaim 

to engineering teachers, a method in which each student Ur knowledge (?) from the house tops.—D. J. M 

contributes a share to the solution of a class problem. The a 

seus power plant ta ei steam and gis department “Concern for man himself and his fate must always form 
or the railway location survey at Devils Lake are represen- . . 2 

: . : : the chief interest of all technical endeavors, concern for the 
tative of his suggested group teaching. Such group teaching lved bh i _ lab d 

is interesting and effective, but it has its limitations. Prob- Breat unsolve Problems of the organization of labor an 
: : the distribution of goods,—in order that the creations of our 

ably it could be extended to advantage far beyond its present : : 
: 3 , ». mind shall be a blessing and not a curse to mankind. 

use. Group teaching is involved in Professor Bennett’s : . 

. : “ Brae Eine —Einstein. 
present experiment with the “board of inquiry” method. _ ee 

One important advantage possessed by the classroom . oo, 

teacher, but not mentioned by Professor Spaulding, is that THE GIrT HORSE ‘The gift policy of the university is in 

he is in a position to present to his students new ideas and AND HIS TEETH a fair way to become hopelessly 

new information at the earliest possible moment. The in- . snarled through UN WIse interference. 

terested and alert teacher eliminates the lag that necessarily The action of the trustees of the Brittingham Fund in re- 

exists between the appearance of new ideas and their in questing that money from the fund no longer be used to 

corporation into a text book or into assignment sheets. His PY Dr. Meiklejohn’s salary precipitated the most recent 

advantage in that respect is a considerable one. storm. Above the uproar caused by that action the voice 

. . of the editor of the Wausau Record-Herald rises with the 
Engineering teachers would do well to read Professor most level-headed suggestion: 

Spaulding’s article in full, for the abstract does not do him Sgestion: 

justice. The subject deserves attention. Economic pressure It is unwise and foolhardy to refuse all gifts from 

is building up belfind our educational system and will un- wealthy men or large estates, but if there are any . 

doubtedly lead to a search for efficient and economical “strings” attached to the gifts, that fact should be made 

methods of instructing the country’s youth. Perhaps the clear at the time of the gift, and if the board of regents 

classroom teacher should go the way of poor Lo. feels the plan under which the donor offers the money 

is incompatible with the regents’ ideas of what a uni- ‘ 

An old Scotch preacher once said: “‘If a man lacks knowl- versity should be, why by all means reject the gift. 

edge, he can get it from books; if he lacks grace, he can This suggestion is workable, while most of the other 

pray for it; but if he lacks judgment, the Lord help him”: suggestions are not. It implies that the university is not 

and he might have added: “The Lord help all who are in any for sale to the highest bidder, and it implies that the regents 

way associated with him.” are people of intelligence and good judgment able to reach 

sound decisions in such matters. It is the best suggestion 

that has as yet been made. 
GOODBYE, The time of year draws near for the 

VE ENJOYED appearance of the usual crop of elegies, 

THE VISIT swan-songs, or memoirs penned by sen’ WHAT IS Wisecrackers of a generation ago convulsed 

iors who are to graduate and who wish A STRING? themselves and their admiring audiences 

to leave behind them a (sometimes) wistful and (almost) with the quaint query: “How long is a 

literary impression of Wisconsin. piece of string?” That was a wise crack. Right now, in 

They usually take this form—“fall again and school is all seriousness, we arise to ask: “What is a string?” The 

just commencing—brisk mornings—clear blue skies—friend- word has become prominent in connection with the policy 

ships being renewed—timid-faced freshmen, eager and yet of the university toward gifts. Recently, the trustees of 

afraid—a rainy day on the hill—slickers and raincoats red, the Brittingham fund requested that the proceeds of the 

green, yellow, blue, and brown—everyone hurrying”’—and fund be transferred from the chair of philosophy to the 

so on ad infinitum. chair of bio-chemistry and raised a storm because there was 

There have been others sung in a more mournful cadence a “string” to their gift. Shortly thereafter a defunct sem- 

——“Wisconsin was a big disappointment to me”—“Why did inary left $230,000 to the university with instructions that 

I waste four years at university?”— it be used for teaching German,—and there wasn’t even a 

Then there are the farewells perpetrated by the more peep about a “string”. To the casual observer, both gifts 

optimistic rotarians—“I am to be a college graduate, the seem to have attached to them the same kind of a condition, 

world lies at my feet"—We who graduate go forth to battle or “string”, but one raises a furore and the other does not. 

with the realities of life armed only with a diploma”—‘Fare- Just what is a “string”? Can anyone explain this funicular 

well, Wisconsin, builder of men and women.” mystery. 

ce
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Among Our 

Successful Wisconsin Engineers 
is 

Jerry Donohue 

Jerry Donohue, chairman of the mines of the Tennessee Coal, Iron & the idea by incorporating it into their 
Wisconsin Highway Commission, con- Railroad Co., at Bessemer, Alabama, own designs. | 
trols the activities of a great many Wis’ and gained experience in mining en- Combined with high professional at- | 
consin engineers. He stands among gineering and railroad construction. tainments, there is in Jerry Donohue 
the leaders of his profession in the a warm humanness that wins him : 
state, a fact that is attested by his elec- ; a friends among all classes of people. 
tion in 1922 to the presidency of the ‘ - : ee | He is no mere technician. People like 

. Engineering Society of Wisconsin. His . fo : tog him and show their appreciation of 
appointment to the Highway Com- os a oe his personality and his ability by 
mission in July, 1929, by Gov. Kohler oe = | putting him in positions of honor and 
was looked upon not as the conferring i oe 2 oe responsibility. The Rotary Club of 
of an honor or a sinecure, but as the = ee oe ‘) ae Sheboygan made him president in 
drafting of a competent citizen for eee : a / a 1925, the Association of Commerce 
public duty. At the time of his ap- ee os conferred the same honor in 1926, and 
pointment, the new commissioner was Ver 24 Sheboygan Country Club followed 
the head of an engineering firm that ; ‘ll | suit in 1928. 
handled a large amount of municipal a The out-of-doors has always ap- 
work. pealed to Jerry and he knows his 

Jerry Donohue was born in Milwau- northern Wisconsin and its hunting 

kee on January 20, 1885. His father, and fishing, and is a member of the 
who bore the same name, was born in Isaac Walton | League. He has been 
Ireland and came to this country when slowed up a little by an accident that 
a child of five. His mother, Abby left him with a limp, but can still eu 
Clark, was born in Providence, R. L., a his golf and finds relaxation a sre 5 i a eae unting” with a movie camera. He 
a “The Pic neal ee auc In 1910 he returned to Sheboygan spends his summers with his family at 

in 1890, and there Jerry grew up and and began private practice which he his summer home at Elkhart Lake near went to school. bas continued ever since. In 1921 he Sheboygan. The family includes his 
incorporated the Jerry Donohue Engi wife, who was Leila Marion Bishop of The elder Donohue, though DOL a neering Company. His practice is in Sheboygan, and three children, Gail, graduate engineer, was active in the the municipal field and includes some Kathleen, and Jerry third. 

construction of Wisconsin’s first rail- twenty cities and villages. Among his The list of professional societies of 
reads and had charge of building the outstanding accomplishments is the de’ which he is a member includes the 
Lake Shore road from Milwaukee sign and construction of the sewage American Society of Civil Engineers, through to Ashland. It was a natural disposal plant at Antigo, in which the American Society of Municipal Engi- 
thing for the son to turn toward civil gases of decomposition were collected, neers, American Concrete Institute, 
engineering. He entered the state unl’ burned, and used to heat the sewage American Road Builders Association, versity and enrolled in civil engineer” 55 that decomposition would continue and Central States Sewage Works As- 
ing, receiving his degree in 1907. curing cold weather. This was the sociation. He was chairman of the 

During the two years following first plant of its type in the United committee on sanitation of the Amer- 
graduation, 1907-1909, Jerry was di- States. Engineers throughout the ican Society of Municipal Engineers 
vision engineer in charge of eight iron country have showed their approval of in 1928. 

=) Se as i de Ss ee EEE EE eee
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706 MEN ROW IN JUNE lines. From June, 1926, to June, 1930, he was chief engineer 

Among the members of the class of 1906 who plan to be of the Houston Gulf Gas Co. 

back for their reunion next month are the following engineer Hain, Elmer L., c’10, who was detailed by the U. S. G. 8S. 

members of the 1903 freshman crew: Stroke F. Ellis Johnson as instructor in plane table work at the university survey 

who is head of the Department of Electrical Engineering at camp during the summer of 1927, is technical and adminis- 

Towa State College, Guy M. Johnson who is with the Northern trative assistant to the chief topographic engineer of the U. 

Indiana Public Service Company at South Bend, Indiana, S. Geological Survey. 

and William M. Conway, Madison, a building and paving con- Koenig, Meinhardt Carl, ¢’11, announces the arrival of a 

tractor. Some of these men hint at the need of additional daughter, Patricia Wright, on February 21 at El Paso, Texas. 

air tanks in the shell due to their change from the schoolboy Lange, William H., ex-c’l8, is salesman and construction 

figure to a more manly shape. engineer with the Bark River (Mich.) Bridge & Culvert Co. 

He dropped out of school in 1916, although he had a good 

scholastic record, and went to work for the Green Bay and 

ELECTRICALS Western RR. During the war he was lieutenant in tharos of 

Adhya, G. M., e’26, is a resident engineer for the Giridih highway repairs in France. He returned to the college for | 

Electric Supply Corporation, Limited. He writes that he the spring of 1920. His work has been in the railway and 

has just completed the erection of a powerhouse which shall highway fields. Address: 917 Fourth St., West De Pere, 

generate 33,000 volts at 150 kilowatts. His address is: Wisconsin. . 

Giridih, E. I. Ry., India. Lembke, Louis, ¢’27, is superintendent of construction with 

Ajer, Oliver, e’29, is a member of the research laboratory the Universal Construction Company of Milwaukee. 

of the General Electric Company at Schenectady. Recently Levin, Jake D., ¢’27, who has been taking graduate work 

he entertained Sir Hubert Wilkins, North Pole explorer, and at this college during the current semester, withdrew during 

Robert Ripley of “Believe It Or Not” fame by showing them the spring recess to act as superintendent for Bentley 

through the “House of Magic”. Brothers of Milwaukee on the construction of two concrete 

AAO Hrijees in that city. Address: 1139 W. Maple Street. 

Bittner, Theophilus V., e’22, died on September 13, 1930, Luedtke, E. R., ¢’26, is in the marine construction busi- 

in Aurora, Ill. He was a power sales engineer for the ness under the name of the Luedtke Construction Company. 

Western Gas and Electric Company, and was formerly em- His office is located at Frankfort, Mich. He has just re- 

ployed by the Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago. ceived a contract for some breakwater work at Waukegan, 

|] i71()i<, 

Brewer, R. W., e’21 is manager of the Ford Hire Service Lyneis, Claude, Jr., ex-c’32, former circulation manager of 

jn Shanghai, China, which operates a fleet of over one hun- the “Wisconsin Engineer”, is now employed by the Hutter 

dred taxis. He writes, “We have a small factory in which Construction Company at Sewickley, Penn. 

we build our own taxi bodies. We employ about four hun- Rheingans, William J., ¢’20, test engineer with Allis- 

dred Chinese.” Address: 77 Route Vallon, Shanghai, China. Chalmers Company, has recently returned from two and 

Carpenter, Earl F., e’27, is an electrical engineer with the a half months in Costa Rica where he was engaged in diag- 

Ohio Public Service Company of Sandusky, Ohio. nosing and curing some ailments in a hydro-electric plant 

Gould, A. H., e’21, is teaching physics at the Boys’ Techni- that was troubled with vibrations. Rheingans, who was 4 

cal High School at Milwaukee. manager of this magazine during his senior year, is an arch- 

Johnston, Stewart L., e’30, former staff member of this ery enthusiast and has a wife, who he admits is a better 

magazine, was married recently at Schenectady, N. Y., to archer than he. They both compete in state and national 

Mildred B. Vethe of Baraboo, also Wisconsin ’80. Johnston meets. Bill has also done some hunting with bow and arrow, 

is with the General Electric Company. but has not yet worked up to lions. He is still in the rabbit 

Pratt, Robert H., e’29, is a sales engineer with Cutler Ham- class. 

mer, Inc., Milwaukee. Shuman, Everett C., ¢’24, M. S.’26, about the end of April 

Rasmussen, Clarence F., e’23, is president of Rasmussen took charge of the research laboratory of the Pennsylvania- 

& Company, sales engineers and accountants. Offices: 6 Dixie Cement Corporation at Richard City, Tenn., a small 

North Michigan Avenue, Chicago. town about 35 miles west by a bit south of Chattanooga. 

Sipp, Edward A., e’15, is manager of the lighting division Sogard, Lawrence T., ¢’24, is sales engineer with the Acous- 

of the Pyle National Company, Chicago. tical Engineering Corporation at 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chi- 

__ cago. The company is a subsidiary of the Johns-Manville 

MINERS Corporation and was established a year ago to sell and in- 

stall sound-control materials. Sogard is devoting himself 

Turneaure, Stewart, min’21, son of Dean Turneaure, has largely to sales effort, which he reports as “tough picking 

been awarded the Emmons geological fellowship at Columbia jn these times of stress”. 

University. He is at present doing graduate work at Har- Steinmetz, Geo. P., c’23, is celebrating the arrival of a baby 

vard. boy, George Phillip, Jr., born April 21st. 

White, R. F., min’29, is in charge of the geo-physical work Wootton, Clarence J., c’30, is with the U. S. army engi- 

for the Gulf Oil Company in Mexico. neers in the Federal Building, Milwaukee. 

Zahorick, Peter, ¢c’20, is sales engineer with the Kalman 

CIVILS Steel Company of Milwaukee. 

Abendroth, Emil A., c’27, is engaged to Edith Huerth of TTOTO_—_ 

Sauk City. Miss Huerth is a graduate of Wisconsin, holding . CHEMICALS 

a degree of bachelor of science and a certificate of graduate Cummings, Harold F., ch’30, is in the sales promotion de- 

nurse. partment of the Mallinckrodt Chemical Works at St. Louis. 

Broyles, John &., ¢’16, gives his residence as 1319 West Bell Address: 920-A South Kingshighway, Kingsworth Apts., St. 

St., Houston, Texas. Since leaving school his experience Louis. 

has covered sewer tunnel construction in Milwaukee, aviation Rick, Thad T., ch’29, formerly with the E. I. DuPont de 

in the U. S. Navy, highway and railway Jocation and con- Nemours Company at Parlin, N. J., is now with the A. O. 

struction, and the design, location, and construction of pipe Smith Corporation in Milwaukee. 

qq eee
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_Campus Notes_ 
TAU BETA PI ELECTS CHI EPSILON INITIATES EIGHT ENGINEERS MAKE SCABBARD 

Tau Beta Pi, national honorary en- Professor F. M. Dawson became an AND BLADE 
gineering fraternity has conferred upon honorary member of Chi Epsilon, hon- Among the 16 men recently elected 
the fifteen juniors whose names are Ovary civil engineering fraternity, and to Scabbard and Blade, national hon- 
given below the highest scholastic seven juniors were initiated into the — orary military fraternity, were the fol- 
honor attainable by engineering stu Organization at the spring initiation lowing engineers: Francis J. Euclide, 
dents, membership in the fraternity. banquet held on April 21 at the Park ©°31; Norbert Steckler, m’31; Perry R. 
Only juniors standing in the upper — Flotel. Ferguson, c’32; Charles H. Novotny, 
eighth of the class are elegible for elec- The juniors initiated were Lawrence m’32; Philip B. Buenzli, e33; and 
tion at this time. At Wisconsin, mem-  L. Krasin, of Marshfield; Otto R. Herr- George H. Lorenz, m’32. 
bership in Tau Beta Pi has been hon- mann, of Milwaukee, Robert H. Mc’ _ 
estly awarded and carefully guarded Micken, of West Allis; John A. ENGINEER SINGERS ARE 
and carries much prestige. Strand, of Wauwatosa; Robert J. Bueh- NUMEROUS 

New Members es of Baraboo; cela L. Berg, of Ten engineers are listed among the . terre, S. D.; Harrison F. Thrapp, of - as Harry C. Dever, Civil Chicago, and Robert L. Van Hag: singers in the university Glee Club . go, and Robert L. Van Hagan, : : as BerTIN J. DittMeErR, Mechanical A : this year. This follows tradition, for of Madison. : : : RupoteH A. Dosrocowski, Me- engineers have been prominent in the 
chanical organization for many years and have 

ELpon R. Dopce, Civil HAMEL STARS IN HARESFOOT furnished officers for the club, as well 
Swiey O. Evans, Electrical Vernon S. Hamel, listed both as a as many soloists. The list this year in- 
AAKE JONASSEN, Mechanical senior civil and as a law student, stars cludes: Louis L. Berg, ¢’'32; John T. 
Ravpx H. KEH1, Mechanical for the third season as leading lady of Drow, ¢31; Sidley O. Evans, e’32; 
LAWRENCE L. Krasin, Civil a Loys A. Johnson, graduate in electri- 
Ropert L. Miier, Civil ' a Papen ACY. \ \\| cal engineering; John W. Meinhardt, 
Cari H. Ramien, Mechanical we The New \. “| m’33; William J. Morrow, min’31; . MELVIN J. STERBA, Chemical <BonTon => ‘ William Penn, m’32; Orin J. Swingle, Rosert L. Van Hacan, Civil Uc a2. oe . | ¢h’33; Frederick E. von Schlichten, 
OxaF F. Vea, Electrical ay BES G “| e°31; Ken E. Youngchild, ch’33. Loys 
AvuBREY J. WAGNER, Civil : Pe Johnson proved himself a competent Kyte C. Wuirerietp, Mechanical ; a -Nernon Hamel Says) 3g pleasing soloist in the home con- , yo SITS AGIA, LIFE easing a PDS eee Dee s.| certs in February. —_——. ' foe ven ae BON SFONS: Y 

SIGNAL: ERATERNTY ELECTS A - cue CHI EPSILON OFFERS PRIZE 
ORFICEES Nad s : Hares Chi Epsilon, honorary civil engineer- 

New officers of Pi Tau Pi Sigma, : : f — oot ing fraternity, is offering a prize to 
honorary Signal Corps _ fraternity, hee : Salting DOYS .| the freshman civil with the highest 
elected a April 22 are: Donald E. Ba pe S| scholastic rating at the end of the se- 
Graves, e 32, president; Elmer R. Kolb, — |fij eas peel mester. In place of the slide rule "33, vice-president; George H. Lor- i‘ Fede gee Cg ‘| which they offered last year, they will enz, m 32, secretary; Philip B. Buenzli, Bee ~., agsvereenn WH present this year’s winner with a civil 
e33, treasurer; Shirley G. Blencoe, ms gee istaey | engineer’s handbook to be selected 
o°33, historian. BS cn aa with the aid of the faculty. ee >: The Figure . P purvick es 

" ‘ 2 when pea al 3 id 2) OO OWEN TO RE-DISTRICT MADISON |) °°) e™ "es, “Pie Ee WATTS TALKS ON CHROMIUM 
Ray S. Owen, professor of topo- Bap IS 3 ae co y PLATE 

graphical engineering, and alderman  xiiiiemmaal OC 5 Chromium plate is characterized by 
from the tenth ward, has been ap- Fi _. its resistance to tarnish, by its extreme , . : ‘igures accurate to three significant places. : . pointed chairman of a special com- hardness, and by a slipperiness that mittee to re-district Madison. Prof. Haresfoot. Although there is nothing finds application in small bearings, ac- 
Owen has been quite active in affairs  efieminate about Vern when he dons cording to Dr. O. P. Watts, professor 
of the city of late. Perhaps it would the high boots and takes to the field, of chemical engineering, who spoke 
be well to remember him the next time he makes a lovely lady on the stage. before the Madison section of the 
a cop hands you a ticket in Madison, Two other engineers, Joseph A. Lue American Institute of Electrical En- 
but be sure that your T. E. work is cas, m°31 and Karl Peters, m’31, also gineers in the Memorial Union on 
up to date. contribute to Haresfoot’s 1931 show. April 29.
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1 Bay i ic | LINDE {e225 BN MES | 
Je | mager 

Assures 

Dependable Welds 

WN American industry is called upon for welded construction or 

assembly where the joint must be dependably strong and tight it 

adopts oxy-acetylene welding under Linde Procedure Control. 

Linde Procedure Control is available to users of Linde Oxygen as a 

part of Linde Process Service. It provides design assistance, careful 4 

attention to selection of materials, instruction in correct welding tech- 

nique and all other essential factors of good welding practice. It trans- 

lates methods proved from a fundamental welding background into the 

actual needs of the specific welding application. It permits the Linde 

organization to focus upon the problems of one user of Linde Oxygen 

the combined experiences of thousands and the day-by-day discoveries 

of a large research staff. 

; Several valuable and interesting technical booklets describing the 

application of the oxy-acetylene process of welding and cutting in de- 

sign, construction and fabrication are available. Tomorrow's engineers 

will be expected to know how to apply this modern metal-working 

Exon ) process. Write us if you are interested. 
| ULAGtTs 

| LINDE OXYGEN = | 

=a THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY  auana Denver New York 
arma ono | ee Baltimore Detroit Philadelphia 

HI, flenion cannon pad Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation Bae" Hocton. Stews, 

UCC Cs 126 Producing Plants (ha 627 Warehouse Stocks chieewo 4 toe’ Angele Sen Frances 

| | | IN CANADA, DOMINION OXYGEN COMPANY, LTD., TORONTO Slaveland, Minneapolis Tulsa 

LINDE OXYGEN * PREST-O-LITE ACETYLENE + OXWELD APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES * UNION CARBIDE 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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| Fourth Floor, State Journal Building Madison, Wisconsin 

I A th a dnt Te eee 

MEASUREMENT OF NOISE INTENSITY CAN THE TEACHER JUSTIFY HIS JOB 
h (Continued from page 227) (Continued from page 225) 

the commission. With their measuring apparatus mounted _ tion might occupy several class meetings, with no interven- 
on a truck, an itinerary was followed in such a way that ing assignments to individuals; individual laboratory work 
extremes of noisiness and quietness throughout the city could would presumably follow upon group discussions, instead of 
be observed. The maximum noise observed was produced paralleling them independently; class meetings and labora- 
by a pneumatic riveter at a distance of 35 ft. The level tory periods both would extend over longer or shorter 
was 101 decibels. Three tests made in quiet locations of _ periods of time, depending on the nature of the work which 
the city at 4:30 a. m. showed a level of 38 decibels. In a they involved; outside study would be assigned somewhat 
special test made in an airplane a reading of 115 decibels irregularly, whenever it might be needed for its contribution 
was obtained 18 ft. from the propeller rotating at 1600 r. to class discussion or laboratory work. The mechanics of 
p.m. A quiet whisper at 5 ft. registers 10 decibels. learning, that is to say, would be at every step duly subor- 

ae dinated to the demands of learning itself. 
The reward of a thing well done is to have done it. (Continued on page 238) 

a a OOOO 

The fellows in your profession actually out on the rs | 
job find Jae pe Hi UFKIN Cra | ee ON. 

mG? \e Gea 
ae Ay i TAPES and RULES @.c9 | 

best for i Se 
Accuracy, Durability, and Convenience 

The tape illustrated is very popular, of heavy durable construction. THE, UFHIN fy WLE C' a. 

. .. SEND FOR CATALOG... SAGINAW, MICHIGAN 
$A
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: 7. @. Pe 3 Xf 2) VAs JAIN BELT COMPANY 
AO YEARS OF INVENTION IN TAKING THE JOB TO 

THE MACHINE OR IN TAKING THE MACHINE TO THE JOB 

a 
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HAT ECAME A aan z —— ra 4 La 

RAILROAD TRAIN | ge =qaCEeeeee 

a most popular type for conveying bulk FY 
material, even though limiting factors ee t 

held it back from complete usefulness. Rollers und Bushings: and Overlupsing Lea Proof Pan Construction 
It was not entirely immune from leak- 

ing at its joints and the chain loading was The sections, each one practically a minia- 

eccentric, the pull off center. ture steel gondola, hook together to form a 

So the heavy duty apron conveyor later be- leak-proof, straight forward moving train. 

came a short length feeder, where its short- A superior type of feeder, a new type of 

comings would not be multiplied to offset its conveyor that travels any distance, was evolved 

advantages. for handling difficult materials, abrasive, hot, 

Then the Chain Belt Company Engineers un- coarse or fine, and share -edged things like 
dertook to make it a better feeder—they did, steel scrap and hot forgings and castings, etc. 

and its old fields opened wide again. Equal- Standard parts are carried in stock. Un- 

izing saddles now transfer the carrying load _usually prompt delivery can be made. 

to the outboard rollers and impose the power 

load equally. The terrors of eccentric load- CHAIN BELT COMPANY 

ing have vanished. 1659 W. Bruce Street, MILWAUKEE 

District Offices in 19 Cities 

J a \ . [my . 4 a ‘ ry Of y t 

CHAIN & BELT CONVEYING. 
REX DRIVE CHAIN - REX CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY
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EAUSCH «OTT | ! 

| | | Pantorium Co. | 
! | 

FOR PRECISION | fo 
| , 
| t 

Onty the highest | ! | 
degree of precision | ! 
obtainable permits | | 
the mechanical mar- | Madison’ Ss ! 
vels that industry @ fr | | | 

takes for granted. VI | Master Cleaners I 
The Bausch & Lomb r | ! 
Optical Comparator, =) mad | ! 
accurate to .00005 as) is | | 
inch, provides a quick Be | if | | 
and dependable check gate — | | 
on virtually infinites- ea | mi | ! 

imal dimensions. | ’ | 

| | 
558 State St. Phone B. 1180 i 

lS» i 909 University Ave. Phone F. 8031 | 

Resse) ; 213614R S Phone B.1182 | Aaa eee) | 213614 Regent St. one B. 
NE OPTICAL COMPANY | 2616 Monroe St. (ii iroxd a 04 mem TAAL 4 i 

_ —— — ; he 

2 ell AT ra a) ESA eae | THE Qa) ae alte By alae m 1 a De ue) | AT ee 
ENE ia lh ee) eae 

A eh, Ui Gone Pl a eed | OE WV CHAN AY 

ee me 
he a In Many Fields 

: Se . a Q : : There is probably no other manufacturing plant in 
SINCE 1878 the world producing such a diversity of machinery as 

Ls ee Allis-Chalmers. In addition to building steam and 
UR Ra Gee ifs : : hydraulic turbine generator units for producing elec- 
a ep eae a tric power, transformers and switchgear to facilitate 

ie STANDARD [-) 4 WHICH its handling and motors to utilize it, Allis-Chalmers 
7S ol ty NE yy a i Ss JUDGED also builds machinery for all of the basic industries. 

ae Se ap It is an even bet that your morning cereal and the 
ee rcs all forms Om flour in your bread were produced with Allis-Chalmers 

PRON i eS A tn : machinery. The same is true of the lumber, the 
UT PL) WIRE aNp CABLE cement, the crushed stone, mineral products, and 

VARNISH pyre Vi ited WIRE anoCABLE many other materials you see every day. 

IMPREGNATED PAPER CABLE Products of Allis-Chalmers 

oe > AND TAPES © an Fee aaa eines Ciao eemnen beee 
a (a ait Pee oe tiaisfomers, Switcestan Minna LET TT eA PAC )>  Soreecistentoes cette Mines 

; ee, Mast a teal Hoists, Tipber Preserving Machinery: Cy paid oes i Wap rushing and Cement Machinery, Flour 

Danae) cats) COP yay ty hig “Forms Ingstl and Crowe Tractors 
a ‘iculture i A 

The Okonite-Callender Cable Co. Inc. — 
ete lk Ads patie ena MANUFACTURING(O. 

| MILWAUKEE, WIS. U.S.A. 

Ss A ee
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ee ‘ | 
a a . ea ee accuracy is the watchword 
Te i“ ri : ] A JENKINS VALVE is machined to a stand- 
SA oo . tg ae | ard of accuracy that permits complete 
wl e az a a : interchangeability. Continual, systematic 
“a ae 8 j gauging assures perfect fit of every part. 
ia (| Be i 4 The assembled valve is a strong, leak-tight 
cig IN ye GON Q i unit that gives long-term performance... 
mm 1 a ay P| Jenkins Valves are made in standard, me- 

ee eae ] dium and extra heavy patterns for practi- 

Po pz Re te ole. : cally every valve requirement. 

Fert | a a ae Send for a booklet descriptive of Jenkins 
pe a | ee ae Valves for any type of building in which 
ae | eR y a you may be interested. Jenkins Bros., 80 

| a cee en ea an White St., New York... 524 Atlantic Ave., 
| ee oY eee GO) a. ; Boston... 133 N. 7th St., Philadelphia... 

H me UL 646 Washington Boulevard, Chicago... 
| eagle? | ar ee | 1121 N. San Jacinto, Houston... Jenkins 

aa c. ee i Bros., Ltd., Montreal... London. 

9 ; . | BRONZE IRON STEEL 
ystematic gauging governs everyone | ~°§ \JAT\VIECG 

of the many machining operations = VALV ES... 

during the making of a Jenkins Valve. pe oeclbk 

Summoning a Ghost to biddi 
The chemist Van Helmont in 1609 discovered set itself to develop and produce the right 

an invisible substance, an emanation from coal, _ materials for every gas and oil purpose, it began 

that he named “geist,” meaning ghost, an incalculably valuable contribution to the 

shortened in English to gas. solution of problems that had held back the gas 
. . dee . industry since the Chinese used hollow bamboo. 

Only now do its miraculous possibilities begin . 
to be glimpsed. Only now can modern industry, Soin the development ofthe natural and manu- 

like a latter-day Aladdin rubbing his lamp to factured gas industry, as in practically every 

summon a vaporous genii, turn a valve and other industry, the Crane line of valves, fittings, 
order this Ghost to any one of a hundred tasks. fabricated piping, and specialities have played 

an important part. No matter what branch of 

From the beginning, the problem was oneof industry you enter, you will find Crane 

piping. When Crane Co.,a half century ago, _ materials playing a similarly important part. 

Valves a ( R A N E A Fittings 

PIPING MATERIALS TO CONVEY AND CONTROL STEAM, LIQUIDS, OIL, GAS, CHEMICALS 
CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 

NEW YORK OFFICES: 23 W. 44TH STREET 

Branches and Sales Offices in Tuvo Hundred Cities 

i ttttt#ét4w4#44#egeoe.......3: eee
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DYNAMITE CLEARS TIKE WAY FOR MODERN CAN THE TEACHER JUSTIFY HIS JOB 

ENGINEERING WONDERS (Goviened, Frous wage 258) 
Yet it is perhaps only too obvious that no one can reason: 

ably look forward to any such fundamental revision as this 

2 5 conception might seem to imply. However desirable it might 

i — ce seem to everyone concerned that the projected scheme of 
—— | fer ee teaching be put into effect, its complete adoption cither now 

ee eee ee ae . a) or in any near future would be inevitably prevented by at 
Vea Os ). |least three overwhelming obstacles: by the nature of people 

x ee 2 e 7 / [| in general, by the limitations of students, and by the life- 
es a LA yy hoe @% |long experience of teachers. There must be concessions to 

ae (> ee, | a all three of these obstacles if a workable procedure is to be 
7 oe a oe evolved. In spite of these obstacles to its complete adoption, 
oo i> 8 Sl SS however, the proposed plan is by no means devoid of prac- 

b — a 8 CS tical value. To the extent to which it can be put into even 
(ae ee = | piccemeal effect, it is likely to bring about an improvement 

During the early stages of the excavation for the penstocks | in the quality of classroom teaching. And parts of it can be 

. put into immediate and important effect. 

How du Pont Explosives He can, for example, so organize his teaching that 

° each assignment of laboratory work and outside study 
helped to build the is based upon problems related to those being treated 

- < in current class discussions, and he can encourage his stu 
LARGEST EARTH DAM dents to draw upon each phase of their work for its contri- 

IN THE WORLD bution to other phases. Even if these things and nothing 

further represent the extent of his accomplishment, he will 
HE gigantic barrier, built on the Saluda River have established for himself a plan of procedure which goes 

"Titer Columbia, South Carolina, is capable of far beyond the traditional method. With a plan of this 
backing up 750 billion gallons of water for hydro- sort as the basis of his teaching, it seems safe to predict that 
electric power. Eleven million cubic yards of earth he need have little fear of competition from mechanical sys- 
were poured into the dam to make this possible. tems or devices, nor of his own ability to justify his job. 

» In building this great dam, the first task was to eee eon ee 
construct three miles of railroad to the site. Next j + 
came excavation for the penstocks. Thirty-three ' 
thousand yards of rock had to be removed. Here, 5 . : 
particularly, explosiv es proved invaluable. Du Pont ! Technical Thes e S ! 
explosives were on the job. | | 

This is but one of hundreds of great engineering ' and Rep orts 
marvels that are made possible through Dynamire. i ¥ 
The engineer of tomorrow needs to know all there : Typed ! 
is to know about dynamite. . . the tool that helps | | 
to build skyscrapers, bridges, dams, subways, | | 
tunnels, roads and railroads. | | 

Tow can you know more... now. . . while you’re | ! 
sull in college? Write the du Pont Company for | ® ! 
a copy of The Blasters’? Handbook. This book | | 
contains a wealth of information about explosives | | 
. .. information gathered in one hundred and | I 
twenty-cight years’ experience in making and im- | Quickly -- A ccurately i 
proving explosives. Itis compact . . . handy. | i 
It is used in the class-rooms of leading technical i i 
institutions. The Blasters’ Handbook is awaiting i i 
your request. Write for it. i @ i 

l i 
l i 
| I 

EXPLOSIVES | & Gollese Typing Co. | 
' Campus Arcade - 720 State 

E.1. DUPONT DENEMOURS & CO., INC., Explosives Dept., Wilmington, Del. ' 

AT i errr 

ee
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wim @ROEBLING B B 
] 5 l 7 ‘BLUE CENTER” STEEL 

\ | F WIRE ROPE A few years ago when a steam power plant underwent 

a heavy load demand, grimy firemen would work feverishly 

Wire « Wire Rope to keep pace with the cry for more steam. By their back 

| ee ue . breaking labor, six men could bring twelve 100 H. P. boilers 

at Wire « Copper 
PP from bank to full load in one hour. Coal and air were fed 

& Insulated Wires —— suena wate 
\ and Cables « Wire to the furnaces with little regard to combustion efficiency. 

Netting and Cloth. In modern central stations, the conditions are vastly different. 

JOHN A. ROEBLING’S SONS CO. The huge pulverized fuel fired boilers need practically no 

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY human aid when equipped with Bailey Automatic Control. 

\ Bisnis: we Reaobal Cites As the load changes, the correct speed changes are made 

es on fans, fuel feeders and pulverizers. A 3000 H. P. boiler 

‘we ” ° can be brought from minimum load to full load in less than 

Study Engin e ering 10 minutes time when necessary. Most important, however, rc 
AOEGRE In Cool Colorado ies pail ' trol constantly ‘maintains: highest:com: \ 
ct Peay a ee EN ailey Meter Control constantly maintains highest com 

PR te asta cama teat bustion efficiency consistent with economical operation. 
a ae ee ae | 

ae ee ee Loe oe A Modern boilers can think—their brains are the Bailey 

a : : eee Bae aaa Meter Control System. 

ee 2 ee oS SS ee 
eee Ph eee ee aa Write for Bulletin No. 12 

i ee ; 

The Colorado School of Mines is located in Golden BAILEY METER CO. : Cleveland, Ohio 
at the very foot of the Rocky Mountains. It is but twelve 
miles by paved road to the capital city of Denver, and but 
an hour's drive to the great Continental Divide, with FLA 

streams and forests and snow-capped peaks rising to the @ @ 

sky, The Summer School Engineers si 4 << 
Basic engineering courses in Mathematics, Chemistry, COE Pe OP ancien 

Physics, English and Design; Courses in Assaying, Geol- A C1) 1) @ ELSE] 
ogy, Analytical Mechanics, Graphic Statics, Strength of : a irgaee — ed Bike 

Materials, Thermodynamics, Physical Chemistry, and Plane xo : —. : 
and Mine Surveying; Preparatory subjects, for students de- , a 6 e e Pg . seal 

ficient in entrance requirements, Advanced Algebra, Solid ei —) Tea (eal | 3 e a 

Geometry, Chemistry and Physics, are offered at the Colo- i 4 a i : a 

rado School of Mines Summer Session from ORE PE: trees 5 xs) | Gees 

July 6 to August 28, 1931 ee cc ey ee 
This summer session is given especially for students -— |. to 2 Gee is | as 

who wish to make up work or to secure additional credits. ea ee i. i 2 fee Val y eel 

All work is conducted by the regular faculty of the School f : lu : : 

of Mines. For complete description of class room courses, : : a =—=—s———sS : 

and field work offered in the summer session, write to poe ee ae 

the Registrar for “Quarterly Group L-20.” s : 4 - =. A 

Colorado School of Mines = Ecisriio ee 
School of Mineral Industries BAILEY METERS AND CONTROL ON A 1350 LB. PRESSURE BO'ER 

OO i
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i] “Come | , | | PROTECT ‘Come in and browse 
| ! 
| |] i il SLIDE-RULES 
I 1} I . &E. types. | i Your Future Income | || All K. & E. types 
| ty} | | | Waterproof Ink i 

Through Higgins — in all colors. i 

| . Li} | | 
| The New York Life | Paper and Folders | 
| All kinds and grades. ! 

| Insurance Co. 
i Rebate checks with every i 
i i purchase—Good any time. | 

| 1} I I * 1 — 
[1 | 

! : ! 9 a 

| F. L. Sapora rH BROWN’S 
i Special Representative [lf | || BOOK SHOP 
I Badger 312 Badger 7255 | CORNER STATE AND LAKE 

Ia ee | fee ee 

5 

Good Looks 
HELP BUILD e 

Good Business 

APPEARANCE is essential in gain- 

ing an audience with your pros- 

pect. Yet many concerns lose the 

benefits of their publicity through com- 

monplace printing. The value of direct- 

mail advertising can be enhanced by 

cotrectness of design and simplicity of 

treatment that will lend distinction to 

your message. I SLLED, 
cOMPANY 4 

OFFICE SUPPL 
ooooess=sooe————————S SSS 
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T" Dow organic laboratory is an almost indispensable 

part of the Dow plant, as it is here that most organic 

processes originate. Here equipment is developed to estab- 
; 3 we . | 
lish a practical plant process before building production | 

equipment. Here, too, many new processes are created, | 

and improvements made in old, established methods. 

In this laboratory, some 40 men are engaged in putting . 

ideas on a practical basis. Every facility is available, and 

every support given to permit the development of indi- 

vidual ideas. Research finds plenty of support at Dow. 

ge 
| 

- _— . a ar - po 

eo ee ae ‘<— 26 ae fe | 
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ee ee Ee, Be A ee 8 ib ae 
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Wee a v7 7} eget Nate Seg ee | aes | 
a a red i ae Lm Pe ee i. pe! ceyeeanen 28 | % 

oe ae I te ee fae rad ee | 

eae eee ye | 

a te be ee ; | 
ne : _ a | 

ee ee 
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A portion of the Dow organic laboratory 

ee 

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 
EEE 

Thao 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write 
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a | a Toe, 2 oes bse Ce ae the Ariel Plant of the North- | oa vies west Electric Company, on po i ‘ y 4 a a “cest’’ before being shipped . Pe SE ont Z- == 

ie — >. . }|©666fl| 

ed Ne a a Se, 
as 7 ATTY 77 SS ee a oe, | 8 (| emer WINS ol) od Al / iM I, i i} iM =~ = 
2 = (Ie Wet Ny i | no 

es =a, a y ij alae! foe re Bilal ay SH = ae Bee’ Seay a Cela al. 
Ss SI fee OAS P . SSE ne Power Gian cate = 

ae 
fy fi “77° 
a Ora ZuU10n Lamps 

cay WX J HEN the waters of the great Northwest turn the Se 
: P cites wheels of this vast machine—and at only two tev- a - 

y 
poe olutions per second — enough energy will be furnished to cS 8 y 

ee light a million lamps. The huge 56,250-kv-a. hydroelectric Ss ‘ : : : a generator is 37 feet in diameter and weighs 440 tons. | : . aa After being set up, this generator was balanced, tested for 
a losses and overspeed, and was adjusted —all by recruit engi- = ee 

: : . ce a neeting graduates, supervised by experienced ‘Heads of ae 
Lo Test.” 
.) 
oo Each year many college men discard their caps and gowns we 

5 2 . a for the experience to be gained by actual test of major nee 1 ™ re ra r é JON Ue IN THE: GENERAL G-E apparatus in the different factories. Having completed yo ELECTRIC PROG RAM, BROAD- . . 

i CAST EVERY SATURDAY EVE- this postgraduate course, which helps fit them for future 
ve NING ON A NATION-WIDE ® 2 2 - aS ue - responsible positions, these men will be largely intrusted ie N.B.C. NETWORK : . . i 

with the research, design, planning, supervision of con- 
ie struction, and sale of this equipment. 

oo 
95-870DH 

a, GENERAL ELEC TREC COMP A NY » SCHENECTADY, N EW YORK ae ve —_—_—_———_——}]]Oh a —— 
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